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Andy Smerdon
Managing Director
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7775 717 403
Email: asmerdon@aquatecgroup.com
Website: www.aquatecgroup.com 
Address: Aquatec House, Stroudley Road, Basingstoke,  
Hampshire, RG24 8FW UK

Aquatec have been designing and manufacturing innovative instrumentation for sensing 
and communicating underwater for 30 years.  We use our expertise in acoustics, optics, and 
low power design to create instruments for communication of data through the water, the 
detection and deterrence of marine mammals, measurement of suspended sediment, detec-
tion and localisation of subsea leaks, structural monitoring of shock, acceleration, vibration 
and strain, and provision and monitoring of cathodic protection.

We are currently developing a number of sensing and communication products:
 a)  Through-water optical communications link used by subsea vehicles to communicate 

with and harvest data from subsea instrumentation, in compliance with the SWiGopti-
cal standard currently under development

 b)  Enhanced optical and acoustic leak detection sensors to assist in autonomous subsea 
pipeline leak detection surveys

 c)  Autonomous adaptive underwater sound recorder, suitable for soundscape surveys 
from quiet platforms such as gliders and profiling floats, and providing a comprehen-
sive multi-band analysis of underwater sound

 d)  Advanced acoustic backscatter profiler for survey of material in water column suspen-
sion, including sediment, marine organisms, and microplastics

We are interested in:
 •  R&D collaboration in optics for optical communication and leak detection sensing
 • R&D collaboration for acoustic suspended particulate studies
 • Identification of customers for all products
 • Identification of strategic partners to assist in representation
 •  Identification of strategic technology partners to offer larger scale joint, or integrated 

technical packages

Aquatec Group Ltd

Phil Johnston
Business Development

Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7591 207 571  
Email: Phil.Johnston@AutoNautUSV.com
Website: www.autonautUSV.com
Address: Chichester Marina, Chichester, West Sussex PO20 7EJ UK

AutoNaut are a UK company that designs, builds and operates unmanned surface vessels 
(USV). AutoNaut Ltd has manufacturing and operation facilities in Sussex and Devon and is 
part of the Seiche Group. 

AutoNaut USVs use wave-foil technology (patented) for propulsion. Solar energy powers 
sensors and onboard systems. Being wholly renewably powered allows our USVs to complete 
missions of many weeks at sea. 

Applications include: Passive Acoustic Monitoring, MetOcean, Water Quality Monitoring and 
as a Communications Gateway. Our USVs have been deployed on missions for the Energy 
sector, Marine Science and Defence. 

We are seeking to connect with potential collaborators in these areas of development:

 •  Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) Developers 
AutoNaut has had early succeed in: 1) The uncrewed deployment at sea of ocean-
gliders and 2) Through-water acoustic communication with AUVs. We seek collaborative 
relationships with AUV manufacturers to co-develop these capabilities into applied 
solutions.

 •  Communications  
Our USV can act as a surface hub to position and gather data from seabed assets and 
AUVs to enable a link from sub-sea to shore. We seek technical partners who are specialist 
in communications e.g. through-water comms (acoustic and optic), satellite and cellular 
(4G, 5G). Potentially also aerial drones (acting as relay).

 •  Sensors 
As a data gathering platform, AutoNaut has integrated a range of sensors (including; PAM, 
MetOcean, Water Quality, Fisheries sonar). We seek sensor developers, particularly those 
with interest in co-developing “onboard processing” for data relay back to shore.

AutoNaut Ltd
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David Hull
Chief Executive Officer
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7800 799 260
Email: david.hull@hydro-surv.com
Website: www.hydro-surv.com 
Address: Unit 7 Bishops Court Gardens,  
Bishops Court Lane, Clyst St. Mary, Devon EX5 1DH UK

HydroSurv™ is an innovative designer, builder, and operator of Unmanned Surface Vehicles 
(USVs) for hydrographic, geophysical, and environmental data acquisition and processing on 
inland, nearshore, and offshore environments. 

We combine our automated robotic survey vehicles with automated data pipelines, to deliver 
a streamlined data acquisition, processing, and interpretive reporting solution to customers 
on a priced-activity basis. 

We serve cross-cutting marine and industrial sectors within the inland and nearshore sector, 
which include utility companies, public and government bodies, hydrological and ecological 
investigation, ports, harbours and navigation authorities; and within nearshore civil 
hydrography, coastal monitoring, fisheries and aquaculture and marine construction. From 
2021, HydroSurv™ will extend our reach into offshore applications. 

We are seeking partnerships for applied unmanned survey innovation projects, and would 
welcome discussion with sensor manufacturers, acquisition and processing software 
providers, survey contractors and marine service operators; as well as ocean scientists and 
survey commissioners. 

HydroSurv™ has extensive experience in delivering technically challenging research and 
development projects. Our in-house team have skills and experience in engineering design 
and applied naval architecture, including hydrostatic and hydrodynamic optimisation, 
systems integration and dynamic positioning of manned and unmanned vessels, as well as 
on-water verification and validation of unmanned systems.

HydroSurv Unmanned Survey (UK) Ltd
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Alex Beaton
Co-founder and COO
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7733 391 335
Email: alex.beaton@clearwatersensors.com
Website: www.clearwatersensors.com 
Address: Jupiter Cottage, Old Farm Lane, Westbourne,  
West Sussex PO10 8RU UK

ClearWater Sensors offer a new generation of chemical sensors that enable high-resolution 
water chemistry monitoring in oceans, rivers, lakes and industrial settings. Key applications 
include ocean science, deep sea research, aquaculture, eutrophication monitoring in rivers/
lakes, and industrial monitoring.

Our core product range is a new generation of chemical sensors for nutrients (phosphate, 
nitrate, silicate), dissolved iron, and pH. The sensors use wet chemical methods and lab-on-
chip technology to provide high quality measurements over long deployment periods (up to 
1-year). All of the sensors are deep-sea rated, and have been integrated into and demonstrat-
ed on autonomous underwater vehicles in a range of ocean deployments. The sensors are 
equally suited to monitoring terrestrial watercourses, and have been demonstrated in rivers, 
lakes, and Arctic streams.

ClearWater Sensors seek collaborative partners, distributors and the opportunity to discuss 
integration into existing observation networks and infrastructure.  

ClearWater Sensors
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Trevor Hardcastle
Managing Director
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7531 579 420  
Email: trevor@frontier-technical.com
Website: www.frontier-technical.com
Address: Plymouth Science Park, 1 Davy Road, Plymouth,  
Devon PL6 8BX UK

Developer of the MARLIN MODULAR construction system enabling configurable floating 
platforms and subsea structures to be assembled underwater. 

The Controllable Float Module and method of assembly in situ allows adjustment of 
buoyancy and orientation in multiple degrees of freedom.  Modules are designed for 
Intermodal freight transport in ISO shipping containers. There is no requirement for 
specialised transport, floating crane vessels nor need for large marine construction yard 
infrastructure.  The variable and high costs associated with installation, operation, relocating, 
and decommissioning are all reduced. 

The technology is patent protected in 14 countries including Canada and the UK. 

The intention is to commercialise the invention in ongoing phases collaborating with 
industrial, academic, research technology and public body organisations. The prime focus 
is aligned with elements of the UN Sustainable Development Goals and low carbon energy 
access for coastal communities. The technology can be applied to several sectors in the Blue 
Economy in isolated locations and extreme environments. 

Technology Streams and Status:

1. MODULAR FLOATING PLATFORM:  
2nd phase project in progress with a 7-party consortium and Innovate UK, Global Challenges 
Research Fund support.

Frontier Technical Ltd
2. SUBSEA TUG: 
We are seeking collaboration partners with the following skills and experience:
 • Shore to offshore subsea command and control
 • Underwater positioning
 • On board control and monitoring systems
 •  Artificial Intelligence for ROV pilot situational awareness enhancement collision 

avoidance
 • Main propulsion, ballasting and directional thruster equipment and remote control
 • Sensor informed Augmented and Virtual Reality environment for ROV pilots

3. ENERGY TRANSFER SHUTTLE: 
We are seeking collaborations with the following skills and experience:
 • Surface and underwater fully autonomous system architecture
 • Marine inductive power transfer systems
 • Marine energy storage systems – including electrical and hydrogen
 • Remotely operated fluid connection and disconnection systems

We are also seeking to liaise with Naval departments with onshore and offshore test facilities.
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Garry Millard
Director
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7387 934 659
Email: gmillard@innovoteam.com
Website: www.innovoteam.com 
Address: Torridon House, 73-75 Regent Quay,  
Aberdeen AB11 5AR UK

INNOVO is an engineering and construction firm devoted to Energy Transition supporting 
the Renewables, Oil and Gas and Marine industries world-wide with a track record in R&D 
resulting in a number of patented technologies including: Surface Unmanned Vehicle, Jack-
Up systems, SURF (Subsea Umbilical, Riser and Flowline) equipment and Drilling devices.

INNOVO’s staff have decades of experience in the Deepwater Subsea industry and have been 
involved in the development phase of the most advanced Emergency Subsea Pipe Repair 
Systems and Oil Spill recovery projects of the last decade.

INNOVO also undertake bespoke engineering projects developing solutions for remote 
surface and subsea applications, plus provide equipment and support services for Offshore 
decommissioning.

INNOVO’s strategy going forward is to look for innovative companies and/or organisations 
that can bring complimentary technologies to INNOVO’s products and services, such as:

 • Surface and Subsea Sensor Technology

 • Remote system controls

 • Automation

 • Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

 • Animation and digital modelling

Innovo Engineering and Construction Limited

Michael Corsar
Chief Technology Officer
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7751 505 111
Email: michael.corsar@innvotek.com
Website: www.innvotek.com 
Address: The Old Livery, Hildersham Road,  
Cambridge CB21 6DR UK

Innvotek is a dynamic and progressive company focused on developing advanced 
technology solutions to resolve complex industrial problems. We offer engineering 
consultancy in automation, robotics and software development. We have developed a range 
of robotic platforms to carry out inspection and maintenance of critical assets in extreme 
environments. Our multidisciplinary team consists of experts in robotics, mechatronics and 
machine learning. 

We are seeking partnerships for robotic systems innovation particularly in applications 
related to inspection, maintenance and repair of industrial assets including offshore wind 
turbines and other marine structures. We are interested in collaborations with OEM’s of 
advanced NDT equipment for integration with our robotic platforms. We are also looking for 
partnerships to facilitate distribution of our technology in N. America.

Innvotek Ltd
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Stuart Morrison
Managing Director

Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7468 859 486
Email: smorrison@meptec.co.uk
Website: www.meptec.co.uk 
Address: Balgray Works, Balgray Place, Dundee DD3 8SH UK

MEP Technologies has over 25 years of experience in the design and manufacture of low 
volume and high technology battery systems to a range of diverse markets including Marine 
applications. We pride ourselves on supporting innovative, niche applications that many 
other manufacturers may not be capable of supporting. The team at MEP Technologies create 
and supply rechargeable and primary batteries for Automotive, Emobility, Energy storage 
and Industrial portable applications. We are capable of supporting projects with an end-to-
end design and manufacturing solution, from small backup battery packs to large vehicle 
motive traction battery packs with or without cooling systems. 

We are seeking partnerships/collaborations to allow us to support either existing 
applications with newer technology battery packs (higher power/more energy) or new 
applications where our evolved battery storage technologies/modules can create new 
market opportunities 

We are also seeking partnerships with technology companies that can enhance or augment 
our existing battery products with novel technology application. 

We have previous experience of working on new technology projects to bring these to 
market through development of TRL/MRL levels. 

MEP Technologies Ltd

Andrew Durrant
CEO

Mobile Telephone: +44(0) 7980 702 768
Email: andrew@picsea.co.uk
Website: www.picsea.co.uk 
Address: 1 Saint Colme Street, Edinburgh EH3 6TQ UK

Swarm robotics survey (AUV) company specialising in inspection and survey services 
that provide low capital risk, low head count and zero human surveys using our unique 
technology. PicSea’s systems can provide highly accurate photogrammetric and acoustic 
survey and inspection of infrastructure and environments in all weather conditions, without 
the need for supervisory vessels or highly skilled staff.

We are looking for asset owners, scientific data users, and marine authorities who have a 
need to collect more accurate inspection, survey, and monitoring data more often, with 
less risks and reduced cost. We would like to partner with organisations that need to solve 
problems and answer questions that current technology cannot provide within time, budget 
and environmental constraints, including but not exclusively in these areas:

 • Offshore renewable survey and inspection

 • Oil and gas jacket inspection and decommissioning monitoring

 • Fisheries management

 • Port infrastructure inspection and monitoring

 • Environmental impact and continuous monitoring

 • Ocean mapping and exploration

PicSea Ltd
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Andrew Ludar-Smith
Technical Director
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7856 154 400
Email: andrew.ludar-smith@resolverobotics.com
Website: www.resolverobotics.com 
Address: 16 Border Avenue, Cleator Moor,  
Cumbria CA25 5JQ UK

Resolve Robotics is a technology development company offering start-to-end full 
system design, research, development, testing, and deployment for complex integrated 
electro-mechanical and software systems. Our nuclear background gives us experience 
in underwater robotics and intelligent robotics for highly hazardous environments. Our 
technical team have experience implementing and integrating most of the key topic areas, 
and we constantly seek to improve and expand on the range and depth of our technical 
skills.

In partnership with Sellafield, the UK’s legacy nuclear facility, we are developing CellRail, 
a versatile and modular construction, deployment, and retrieval mechanism for nuclear 
cells which will provide unique and novel capabilities. We are interested in adapting this 
technology for full submersion enabling marine applications.

We are developing marine robotics components to bring to market, providing commercial 
off the shelf solutions that are not currently available, including a high-bandwidth, wireless, 
underwater communications module, and an underwater depth camera.

We are seeking to connect with technology development companies who have unique or 
complimentary skillsets for collaborative R&D. A successful collaboration could potentially 
develop into a long-term strategic partnership. We are also interested in meeting with large 
industrial organisations to pitch our ‘Innovation as a Service’ or bespoke outsourced R&D 
business model.

Resolve Robotics Limited
Mike Gallo
Technology Business  
Development Manager
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7397 230 818
Email: mike.gallo@rovco.com
Website: www.rovco.com 
Address: The Quorum, Bond Street, Bristol BS1 3AE UK

Rovco is a global technology provider focused on delivering state-of-the-art solutions to the 
offshore energy industry.

We are experts in subsea imagery and its application in asset surveys, 3D model building, and 
machine learning. Our team of 25 scientists and engineers work alongside our offshore teams 
to deliver innovative technology that is changing the face of the industry. 

Rovco’s SubSLAM X2 is the latest innovation for the 3D reconstruction of subsea 
infrastructure. By utilising a calibrated pair of stereo 4K sensors, true scale and colour digital 
reconstructions of assets can be produced, creating actionable 3D datasets. 

Ocean Insight is a digital platform that enhances the efficiency of data management, 
storage, and reporting, in addition to facilitating advanced data analysis using industry-
leading techniques. With the integration of proven Machine Learning algorithms, Ocean 
Insight enables fast dataset validation, and in doing so ensures that crucial events are not 
missed. 

The ultimate objective of our technology is to accelerate the move to autonomous marine 
surveys, by leveraging on the 3D imaging and positioning capabilities of our SubSLAM X2 
and our Machine Learning expertise.

We are planning to build an open platform for collaborative robotics, enabling existing 
systems to become more effective and truly autonomous. We would be very interested in 
having discussions with commercial or research entities that would like to join us in this 
vision.

Use of Autonomous Vessels and Subsea Robotics is a key industry topic being explored in 
the Great Lakes area and Newfoundland’s offshore fields for example, and we also would 
welcome the opportunity to cooperate with any commercial or research entities working in 
this field.

Rovco Ltd
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Nadia Laabs
Co-Founder and COO

Mobile Telephone: +44 (0)7761 354 934
Email: nadia@sntech.co.uk
Website: www.sntech.co.uk 
Address: Ground Floor, 3-5 Hardwidge Street, London SE1 3SY UK

SafetyNet Technologies (SNTech) develops and scales trusted and valued solutions 
that enable sustainable practices in the fishing industry. Current fishing processes and 
technologies can be very unselective, leading to the capture of non-target species, wrong 
ages and subsequent wastage.

Precision Fishing is a new concept for the sustainable capture of wild marine species for 
human consumption.  It is based on OBSERVING, MEASURING and RESPONDING to the 
natural variability in the world’s oceans and fisheries. SNTech have started with Pisces, 
a market ready product, which uses light to reduce bycatch by up to 90%, and are now 
developing Enki, an ocean data system providing insights for improved ocean management 
and responsible fishing.

We are looking for partnerships to help us further develop Enki and build a business case:

 •  Ocean Data Analytic Organisations to develop meaningful insights from the ocean data 
that will be gathered to the benefit of various ocean stakeholders.

 •  Fishing companies who want to improve operations and replenish fish stocks, whilst 
enabling the capture of ocean data for the wider benefit of the blue economy.

 •  Scientific and academic communities who use ocean data insights to help further 
scientific understanding of the oceans and its conservation and, in turn, inform 
governments on policies and regulations that support a sustainable ocean.

 •  Government and fishery-management agencies who will ultimately set these data-
informed sustainable policies and regulations in place.

SafetyNet Technologies

Andrew Boddice
Owner and Commercial  
Director
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7450 275 998
Email: ab@subseainternational.co.uk
Website: www.subseainternational.co.uk 
Address: 5th Floor, 125 Princes Street, Edinburgh EH2 4AD UK

Subsea International Ltd is a technology centric asset integrity monitoring SME with an 
initial focus on the Defence and Offshore Renewable Energy markets, with a product that is 
transferable to the Marine and Oil & Gas sectors.

We are developing a remotely operated wide area robotic material condition monitoring 
system using EMATs for measuring paint delamination, changes in deck and hull plate 
thickness, linked to a digital twin.

We are seeking the following partnerships:

Investors:
Individuals, organisations, groups to provide equity investment to help us finalise a 
feasibility study, deliver demonstrators to end users, and support us through to product 
commercialisation.

Scientific and Technical:
Partners specialising in material condition sensors, positioning and visualisation software to 
work with our existing UK University domain experts (University of Warwick Dept. of Physics) 
to extend the use of EMATS into other material types, including laminates.

Industry:
Partnerships with adopters/users especially in offshore renewable energy and defence/
security, or owner operators of other remote offshore assets.

Manufacturing and Distribution:
Partnerships to consider manufacturing and distribution of the robotic sensing solution once 
available.

Subsea International Ltd
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Richard Smith
Group Strategy and  
Development Manager
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0) 7881 920 403
Email: Richard.smith@underwatercontracting.com
Website: www.underwatercontracting.com 
Address: The Wheelhouse, Greenwell Road,  
East Tullos, Aberdeen AB12 3AX UK

Underwater Contracting Limited (“UCO”) provides products and services in the Aquaculture, 
Oil & Gas and Renewables markets, specialising in Remotely Operated Vehicle (“ROV”) 
services, and the development of bespoke underwater tooling and equipment.

As a technology developer, the company is focussed on creating innovative and useable 
tools to benefit the sectors and create value for our customers, either in cost reduction, 
efficiency improvement, and for the Aquaculture industry, increased welfare and 
management of the fish.

The company is interested in collaboration and partnership with local supply chain 
companies to support the Canadian markets, including the collaborative development of 
new technologies in automation and control for a number of our products. Areas of interest 
include:

 • Data collection and subsea sensors

 • Data Analysis and Machine learning

 • Control systems and autonomy

 • Local support partners in setting up regional offices and / or distribution partners.

In addition, the company would like to engage with local Operators and end clients, to 
showcase the capabilities of the existing suite of equipment.

Underwater Contracting Limited
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James Williams
Director
Mobile Telephone: +44 (0)7980 282 018
Email: james@unmannedsurveysolutions.com
Website: www.unmannedsurveysolutions.com   
Address: Unit 7 Hayle Marine Renewables Business Park,
North Quay, Hayle, Cornwall TR1 2DB UK

Unmanned Survey Solutions (USS) design, build and operate advanced Unmanned Surface 
Vessels (USV’s) for application in the marine environment, and currently offers two types of 
USV’s:

The Inception MKII Class USV is small 2m long catamaran offering the largest payload 
capacity USV for its class. It has a modular payload pod catering for a variety of hydrographic, 
scientific and environmental sensors, and it is best placed surveying on inland waterways, 
reservoirs, lakes, marinas, ports and harbours.

The Accession class USV is a larger mono hull vessel for coastal and offshore operations. This 
vessel offers variable hull lengths by adding or removing sections of hull giving 3.50, 4.25 and 
5.0m Length Overall (LOA). Modular by design, this USV can carry a variety of geophysical 
and environmental payload solutions.

Built by surveyors, for surveyors, all of our USV’s are modular and offer robust, cost-effective 
and versatile solutions for surveying in both nearshore and offshore environments.

Our future R&D plans require partnering and collaboration with innovative organisations to 
realise:

 •  The incorporation of Unmanned Airborne Vehicle (UAV) technology to assist with the 
design and build of an Unmanned Aircraft Carrier (UAC) to take work class UAV’s to 
remote locations offshore, such as wind farms and O&G assets for inspection tasks.

 • True marine based AI navigation systems for over the horizon operations.

 •  Reliable and high band width communications for vessel control and quality assurance 
during data acquisition.

 • Expansion into the Canadian survey market for service opportunities

Unmanned Survey Solutions


